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Abstract
Throughout the past decade, the field of wearable technology has exploded in both consumer and
researcher interest, to the point that its market size is anticipated to grow by nearly 150% by
2028 [1]. Sensor-embedded devices such as the Apple Watch, Fitbit, certain smart shoe insoles,
and more have become more commonplace in our daily lives. Partially due to the growth of this
market, interest in conductive flexible and/or elastic materials has also increased, with fields
such as printed electronics, conductive polymers, and elastomers embedded with conductive
percolation networks. Although they have made their debut into foldable/rollable screens
recently, flexible electronics have yet to be integrated into commercial wearables to the same
extent as the rigid sensors seen in products like smart watches - accelerometers for motion
tracking, red-green-IR LEDs for heart rate and blood oxygen monitoring, etc. When in thin film
form, flexible electronic components and systems offer unique advantages over their rigid
counterparts. They can conform to and strain match human skin and sense for inputs such as
touch/pressure, electrical potentials, chemical interactions, and mechanical deformation in a
distributed manner [2]. In the present work, a comprehensive design process is presented for a
wearable device containing elastic, flexible thin film strain gauges, intended to conform to the
user’s leg shape and monitor morphology change of the thigh and calf muscle groups during
post-knee replacement recovery. The rationale behind this idea, the choice of sensors, feedback
from clinicians into the design, and the state of flexible elastic strain gauging materials is
discussed in moderate detail. The design of the circuit that transduces these sensors and
transmits the data wirelessly is the main topic of the present work, and will be discussed
thoroughly.
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Introduction
With the miniaturization of traditionally bulky electronic platforms and the “lab on a chip” trend
gaining significant traction in public interest, wearable technologies have seen a rapid growth in
market size and prevalence in daily life throughout the past decade. The wearables industry was
worth $47.89 billion USD globally in 2021, and is speculated to almost triple in value to $118.16
billion USD by 2028 [1]. Smart watches such as the Apple Watch and Google’s FitBit, smart
rings such as the Oura, and smart shoe insoles such as the Arion platform are just a few brands of
this relatively new industry. The technology available on the wearables market has been
significantly developed since the release of the first FitBit in 2009, and with each new generation
of the flagship devices, offers the sensing of more biometric parameters that traditionally had to
be sensed in a medical clinic.

While what is and is not a wearable technology device may differ depending on the source
defining the term “wearable,” all definitions share a few key characteristics. Wearable
electronic devices are small in size such that they can be worn comfortably on the human body.
They contain sensing elements that monitor and provide feedback on some sort of biometric
and/or physiological activity of the user, and the ability to wirelessly transmit this biometric data
to the internet, either directly via wifi or indirectly via a local transmission to the user’s
smartphone. For example, the Apple Watch uses accelerometers to track the user’s number of
steps. In addition, it contains a red/green/infrared LED suite and a set of photodiodes to track
blood O2 saturation and heart rate using pulse oximetry and photoplethysmography techniques
seen in clinical instruments [3]. Non-invasive glucose monitoring technologies for diabetic
individuals, which is still in its pre-market R&D phase, would also be considered a wearable
9

device. Some sources consider only non-invasive devices that fit this definition to be wearables
technology, while some consider invasive devices such as blood glucose monitor-pump devices
for diabetics to also be wearables [2].

Aside from flexible pressure sensing shoe insoles such as the Arion, virtually all wearable
devices on the market today use rigid-bodied sensors and are oriented towards healthy patients
who wish to track biometric data as a means of assuring that their vitals signs and daily activity
are at a healthy level. The use of flexible and elastic electronic components has yet to be
integrated into marketed wearable devices, limiting the geometry of the sensing area to either a
flat surface or a fixed curvature. This limits the degree to which the sensing area can be in
uniformly snug contact to the user’s skin, which is a parameter necessary for accurate and lownoise signals that are transduced by LED-based optical, membrane-based mechanical, and
oxygen-sensitive sweat-based chemical sensing techniques. Therefore, the device-compatible
areas of the body for current wearables is limited to regions with low shape deformation.

For current healthy consumer-oriented devices, this is not a big issue, as most wearable platforms
on the market are integrated into a watch or ring. Although this was likely the outcome of
wearable device form for fashion reasons, these forms do work within the limitations of rigid
sensing components to provide adequate contact to the skin. Smart watches can be tightened
with the strap, and the active component of the watch resides just above the outer wrist with the
sensing elements on the outer forearm, which remains fairly static in shape as the wrist bends.
Rings are intrinsically designed to deform the soft tissue present on the inner third of the finger,
ensuring that it retains a snug fit to the skin and does not fall off when the finger is pointed
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down. The sensors present, on the inside of the ring, will therefore also be in sufficient contact
with the skin. For the purposes of a somewhat accurate signal of one’s heartbeat, blood pressure,
ground (foot) pressure, and blood O2 saturation, this current form is suitable.

However, the use of wearable technologies for monitoring unhealthy clinical patients, such as
those in post-surgical recovery, has not been developed to nearly the same extent as the
consumer market devices, and in many cases requires exceptionally snug fit to skin that resides
in high-deformation areas of the body. For post surgical patients, particularly for those who just
received a total joint replacement in the knee/elbow/shoulder, wearable technologies to monitor
factors such as swelling, muscle activity, and muscle fatigue would require the wearable device
to be situated on an area of the body that undergoes significant deformation with activity. These
areas include the knee, elbow, and shoulder. For wearable devices to enter the medical market
with a role in monitoring post-surgical parameters, the sensing areas will need to achieve
sufficient geometric conformation to these geometrically dynamic areas without impeding
patient mobility.

To accomplish this, further development of flexible and elastic sensors is necessary, as is the
development of a simple, compact, low power, and low cost circuit architecture designed around
these materials as sensors. A combined discipline research approach into such flexible wearable
devices would see electrical, materials, and biomedical engineers cooperating to determine what
data would be gathered, what kind of sensors should be used to gather this data, and what kind of
circuit architecture could transduce these sensors in an optimally simple, low cost, low power,
and geometrically compact form factor. The development of such devices for clinical
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applications would lead not only to a vast expansion of the wearable device market, but novel
developments in materials science, electrical engineering approaches, and bioinformatic data
gathering approaches.

Significance of the Issue
The global market size for total joint arthroplasties (TJA) was $20 billion USD in 2019, and is
expected to reach $26.9 billion USD by 2027. The two most common joints to be replaced are
the ones that experience the bulk of human load bearing - the knee and the ankle, which
combined make up around 80% of the total market [4]. Since the 1980s, an abundance of studies
have been conducted to improve the outcomes of TJA surgeries, focused around parameters from
surgical techniques to quality assurance of implant materials and implant fabrication processes.
However, despite all this research, one outcome that has been consistent since the 1980s is the
rate of patients who require revision surgery for their TJA implants [5]. One area of research
aimed at reducing revision surgery rate that has been relatively understudied so far is the
compliance of the patient outside of a clinical setting. The standard procedure for observing a
TJA patient’s physical abilities with their implant is to have the patient go to the clinic and
perform exercises on clinical instrumentation . These facilities use tools such as dynamometers
(angle measurement machines) and gait laboratories, which typically consist of attaching
camera-detecting stickers to key points on the patient and having them walk down pressure
sensing strips to render a stick-figure animation of the patient’s gait pattern.

Although surgeons and their team members do prescribe physical therapy exercises such as knee
bending repetitions and walking regiments, patient compliance with these prescribed exercises
12

remains a black box for the field of bioinformatics that attempts to model the root causes of this
decades-spanning stagnation in the reduction of revision surgery rate. Scheduled and repeated
physical rehabilitation therapies are available to ensure a degree of accountability for the patient,
as it would be known if the patient does not show up to these regularly scheduled appointments.
However, these rehabilitation services are limited in patient acceptance and insurance coverage,
and spots in these services are generally limited to the obese, the elderly, and those with a preexisting condition.

As a result of these limitations, only around 26% of TJA patients end up participating in physical
rehabilitation programs outside of their home [6]. For the remaining 74% of patients who do not
participate in external rehabilitation programs, further psychological factors can hinder the
patient’s compliance with prescribed at-home exercises, regardless of their motivation or
discipline. These factors include severe pain, as well as kinesiophobia (the fear of actuating the
surgically replaced joint), which affects around 45% of TJA patients [7]. To gain insight into the
adherence of patients to prescribed exercises, a wearable device for use at home would be a key
tool for clinicians to prescribe. Such a device would be worn by the patient during the day,
monitor parameters that coincide with patient mobility and activity level, and transmit this data
over the internet back to the clinician’s office.

Consultation with both biomedical engineers and engineering consultants in the orthopedics field
was a large part of what led to the creation of this project, with an ultimate goal of developing a
wearable device, in the form of an athletic sleeve, embedded with flexible and elastic sensing
elements, for each commonly replaced joint. Such devices would allow physicians to gain
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access to the black box of at-home patient activity. Additionally, the integration of flexible and
elastic sensors into wearable technologies would serve as a novel development for the wearables
field, even for devices not developed for clinical use. The bioengineering personnel that were
consulted showed high interest in such a device, as did a pair of orthopedic surgeons and a
clinical technician at Patewood Medical Center in Greenville, SC. The faculty at Patewood
provided helpful feedback into which joint we should start with for this project, as well as which
patient parameters they would most like to have monitored with such a device. Thus, we decided
to develop the device for use by total knee replacement patients. The knee is a simple joint with
one axis of rotation, and is approximately tied with the hip in surgery rate, with each of these two
joints making up around 40% of the total joint replacement market [4].

Wearable system planning, feedback, and design
The design process of the proposed wearable device started out as a broad review of flexible and
elastic sensing technologies developed both in academic papers and on the market. Complete
non-invasiveness was required almost from the beginning, which means no piercing of the skin
would be tolerated. This restriction was put in place in order to maximize the chance of this
proposed device meeting the least restrictive and laborious regulatory classification by the FDA class 1 [8]. Flexible but nonelastic materials were acceptable but not preferred when performing
literature review, and thin form factor was heavily preferred.

Many patient activity parameters were considered. Initially, we narrowed our potential options
down to five parameters - torque and angular velocity of the joint, muscle contraction and
fatigue, lactic acid build-up in sweat, blood flow and oxygen saturation, and weight distribution
14

on the feet. This set of five potential parameters led to consideration of a broad range of sensor
types and a broad range of manufacturing methods for each type of sensor. Upon reading
through current literature successes and market options for torque and angular velocity
measurement, it was found that force/torque measurement has not been miniaturized into a
wearables-compatible form yet. However, small scale goniometers and inertial measurement
units (IMUs) that could provide angular velocity and acceleration were commercially available.
Shoe insoles containing 2D arrays of distributed resistive or capacitive pressure sensors were
also found to be commercially available and compact in form factor aside from a small box
protruding from the outer side of each shoe. Therefore, it was decided that should IMUs and/or
foot pressure be chosen, these devices would be purchased rather than developed by our team.
Eventually, we purchased sixteen BMI270 IMUs from Bosch, and two pairs of Arion insoles.

Figure 1 - (Left) Photograph of the Bosch BMI270 IMU. (Right) Photograph of the components
in the Arion Run kit.

Chemical sensing of sweat biomolecules such as lactic acid was removed as an option early on
for two reasons. The first is that virtually all contemporary, developed, and noninvasive
biochemical sensing platforms are enzymatically driven. Enzymes are highly sensitive to
15

temperature, and enzyme coatings for chemical detection have both short shelf lives and active
life spans [12]. Non-enzymatic chemical sensors have been researched and developed for use in
clinics and wearables, but are a much newer technology and still largely in development for the
non-portable clinical laboratory setting [13]. Secondly, more regulatory work with the FDA
would be required for approval of a device that directly contacts the skin with active enzymes.
Chemically active components that contact the skin are generally a turn off for the FDA unless
that same chemical, or one that is substantially equivalent, has been approved in a device that has
already been approved and marketed. Given these two limitations, and the fact that chemistry is
not our team’s strong suit, it was decided to avoid chemical sensing as an option.

For muscle contraction and fatigue, surface electromyography (sEMG) and muscle
mechanomyography (MMG) were considered. sEMG measures muscle contraction by
measuring the electrical potential at two points along a muscle in reference to a third grounded
electrode, with the line between the two measuring electrodes parallel to the direction of muscle
fibers and the potential difference increasing with muscle contraction. MMG uses acoustic
sensing to measure the mechanical vibrations emitted at the skin from muscle activity. Both
have proven track records in the clinical setting for muscle activity and fatigue measurement.
Muscle fatigue is characterized by a shift in signal composition to higher frequency, lower
amplitude muscle contractions, leading to a proportional response in both sEMG’s electrical
potential difference and MMG’s acoustic vibrations. Conversely, they each present different
challenges when attempting to scale them down to the wearables market. [9]
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sEMG electrodes are simple conductive contacts on a substrate, and can be made more than
small, thin, and flexible enough to be integrated into wearables alongside a small, batterypowered voltage-reading circuit module. However, there are considerable challenges to
transferring sEMG to a wearable device for use at home. Sophisticated filtering techniques are
needed to filter out noise resulting from electrode-skin impedance changes. These impedance
changes mainly come from sweat and the skin shifting relative to the electrode (commonly called
“skin artifacts”) [9]. In a clinical setting, a wet electrode gel is applied between the electrode and
the skin to reduce contact impedance and impedance change, and we were very hesitant about
having a requirement for patients to repeatedly reapply conductive gel every time the device is
used. Additional noise is introduced from ambient electromagnetic radiation. This is not a
problem when the sEMG machine is sitting in one place for all patients visiting the clinic, but
could be problematic if the electromagnetic radiation profile varies substantially from room to
room in a patient’s home [10]. Lastly, sEMG requires precise and consistent electrode
positioning, which is typically performed by an experienced medical worker. This is not to say
that sEMG is incompatible with wearables - it should be noted that substantial success has been
reported in literature on the development of dry electrode sEMG, such as Lee et. al’s knit band
sensor [11], and that an alignment stripe could be implemented to guide the patient in correctly
putting on a wearable sEMG device.

MMG is a lot easier to work with in terms of sensitivity to external factors - it is not sensitive to
electrical impedance change at the skin, can generally be more loosely fit to the skin while still
functioning, and is less sensitive to positioning on the patient [9,10]. However, MMG has been
far less researched and scaled down for wearables than sEMG. Additionally, MMG requires a
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more complex and bulky sensing module due to the need for a microphone, acoustically
insulated housing, and mechanical stabilization measures such as a stabilizing ring [10]. Thus, it
was decided that despite the electrical obstacles of sEMG, sEMG would be preferred over MMG
due to the compact thickness of the sensing electrode and the ease of fabricating these electrodes.

Eventually, our interest was drawn to the usage of flexible and elastic strain gauging (FESG)
materials for detection of muscle contraction, via the change of the circumference of the thigh
and/or the length of the front leg surface during the knee bending/extension cycle. Our
requirements for such an FESG sensor were a thin form (under 2mm), a linear resistance-strain
response in the 1-10% strain range, and a young’s modulus low enough to not significantly
disturb patient movement. If these requirements were met, these sensors could detect actuation
of the quadriceps and hamstrings, and then be correlated to the intensity of knee activity by the
software of the circuit. These sensors could be isolated from the patient’s body with the
substrate cloth of the athletic sleeve to avoid skin contact with a novel material, and since the
only requirement of the sensor is that it stretches, the hindrances of skin artifacts and precise
positioning are removed.

In addition to the benefits that FESG sensors could provide from a sensor behavior standpoint,
there were also benefits from a circuit design standpoint. The raw signal from a strain gauge is a
simple change in electrical impedance, and can be transduced by a multitude of simple circuit
architectures. These architectures include a wheatstone bridge followed by an instrumentation
amplifier, or a fixed current source going through the elastic gauge, with the two ends of the
gauge tied to an amplifier and then an ADC. Additionally, each strain sensor would merely need
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two leads attached to the main circuit, with no need for external power, ground, or other signal
lines, which would make it far easier to wire multiple FESG sensors to a single board. The wires
would be bundled into a thin cable emulating the seam of normal garments, so the wires should
be thin, flexible, unobstructive, and in minimal quantity.

Figure 2 - Initial design graphic
We were aware of prior academic papers demonstrating FESG sensors for wearables application,
and sought to buy some on the market or replicate one of these papers to fabricate thin film strips
of FESG sensing material. An extensive literature review and market search into the current
development of elastic strain gauging materials was conducted, and the high volume of academic
papers we found indicated that this technology was of great interest in the materials science and
electrical engineering community. Despite the apparent interest in FESG materials, there were
virtually no options available for purchase on the market. Virtually all of the developed and
marketed strain sensors are planar and rigid, and designed to measure small strains of 0-0.05%
19

elongation exhibited by a planar or cylindrical rigid body such as a steel beam [14,15]. The two
options we did find on the market were purchased and tested, but exhibited severe viscoelasticity
and permanent deformation when tested to 10% strain, and therefore did not meet our FESG
sensing requirements [16,17].

Figure 3 - The two commercially available FESG samples that were found. (Left) Tinkersphere
[16]. (Right) Adafruit [17].

After careful literature review, consultation with biomedical engineering faculty at universities,
and consultation with clinicians at patewood, our starting design was narrowed down to three
sensor types for the measurement of three parameters. Two 6 axis IMUs (3 axis accelerometer
and 3 axis gyroscope) would be used to transduce knee acceleration, and from that accelerationtime data calculate velocity. Additionally, the IMUs would provide insight into the patient’s gait
pattern, and detect the patient’s use of bow-leggedness or knock-kneed gait pattern. One would
be placed on the calf and the other on the thigh, with either the inner or outer side of the leg
being viable sites for the IMUs.
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Figure 4 - graphical depiction of bow-legged, knock-kneed, and normal posture [24].

Foot pressure insoles would be purchased to detect weight distribution on each foot during
patient activity. The pressure sensors themselves would not need to have the best resolution or
bandwidth, so long as both sets of sensors elicit about the same response to perfectly healthy gait
pattern, and can detect weight distribution discrepancies significant enough to be alarming from
a medical standpoint. The Arion insoles were chosen because they contained just enough
sensors per insole to provide what we considered an adequate pressure “heatmap” for each foot,
they had a relatively low profile compared to the rest of the commercial options considered, and
they came with an app already on the Apple’s app store to provide insole output in the form of
spatial heatmap, as well as other statistics such as step rhythm consistency. Eventually, it would
be desired to just obtain the raw data and integrate it with a central wearable app, but this app
would be useful in the meantime. Lastly, FESG sensors would be placed horizontally around
discrete planes of the thigh to monitor patient muscle activity via thigh circumference change at
each plane. This would ensure that the patient is actuating their quadriceps during walking, and
not swinging a limp leg using abdominal and/or hip muscles. All data would be transferred from
21

sensor to main circuit via wire to minimize antennas and save power. The main circuit would
then transduce the strain gauges and receive digital signals from the IMUs. The main circuit
would then broadcast this information via BLE to the aforementioned app that would eventually
be developed.

Figure 5 - Revised and expanded design graphic

It was decided to first develop a circuit for transduction of the FESG sensors, and after this
aspect of the platform had been finalized, to then modify the circuit for IMU transduction as
well, or develop another separate board for the IMUs. No board would be necessary for the
pressure sensing insoles, as they were powered with their own battery-board-antenna module.
The development of the FESG material was handed first to Jianxing Ma, and after his
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graduation, to Siddhartha Sarkar, both graduate students of Clemson’s Materials Science and
Engineering (MSE) department. The circuit design, at this point for the transduction of FESG
sensors, was handed to me.

First Material Design
12 academic papers demonstrating the fabrication and performance of various elastic strain
gauging materials were reviewed. Some were prepared as bulk, uniform thin films that could be
cut to a desired shape, while others were more complicated in structure (such as the FET self
healing array). It was decided to focus on the bulk, uniform materials so that an infinite number
of shapes and sizes could be realized from a single large slab of fabricated FESG material. The
three major factors that were considered, from most to least significant, was linearity of transfer
function in the 1-10% strain range, the gauge factor in this range, and the complexity of
fabrication. Eventually, we decided to pursue a partial replication of Q. Li et. al’s carbon
nanotube (CNT) and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) uniform FESG material [18]. Li’s paper
demonstrated the mixing of citric acid monohydrate particles (CAMPs) into the uncured PDMSCNT mixture, with the CAMPs being dissolved with ethanol after the PDMS had cured to create
a porous PDMS-CNT sponge. This was reported to increase gauge factor, but was not necessary.
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Figure 6 - Fabrication process used in the paper that Jianxing attempted to replicate [18].

Due to the lack of CAMPs in Dr. Peng’s lab, we decided that Jianxing should fabricate a
nonporous FESG material first for testing. The simplified mixture used ethanol as a solvent,
along with PDMS, PDMS curing agent, and CNT nanofibers. Jianxing prepared the
CNT/PDMS material in 5x5 cm squares. The target thickness of the samples was 1 mm.
Batches of 2%wt, 5.5%wt, and 8%wt CNT samples were fabricated, and then fixed to a force
testing machine. The testing parameters that did not result in a fracture during testing, either on
the first cycle or a subsequent cycle, were as follows - a cycle frequency ranging from 1 cycle
per minute to 6 cycles per minute and strain up to around 15%. Our force tester is simple, so
exact figures for rupture strain could not be obtained from the force tester itself.
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Circuit Design
OVERVIEW
The requirements for the circuit design were based on four principle qualitative aspects. The
first was a low cost of the circuit, in line with a low cost of the wearable as a whole. Since this
would ultimately be a noninvasive medical device for post-TJA patients, we wanted the device to
be affordable enough that doctors wouldn’t mind handing them out to every one of his/her TJA
patients, and insurance would have no qualms footing the bulk of the bill. The second
requirement was that the circuit should be compact, which is a straightforward requirement for
all wearables.

The third requirement was that the circuit should be low power. We had to anticipate that the
patient would wear this all day during their waking hours, and potentially even during their
night’s sleep. Therefore, we planned for the device containing a battery life of at least 16 hours,
with the battery being compact and lightweight enough to not hinder patient movement. This
would provide a full day’s worth of data derived from the patient’s waking hours, assuming the
patient sleeps 8 hours a night.

The fourth and final requirement was a means of satisfying these first three requirements. In
order to have a low cost, compact, and low power circuit, the circuit architecture itself should be
as simple as we can make it while still fulfilling the goals of transducing multiple FESG sensors.
The battery would need to power the FESG transducing circuit, the IMUs, and the wireless
transmission. Wireless transmission in general is a power-heavy task. The transmission protocol
chosen was Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) due to its trade-off of lower signal frequency for lower
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power consumption. This suited our needs, since our signal frequency would not need to be high
enough to require full Bluetooth, and our power usage should be distributed as sparingly as
possible. Regardless, one antenna for the whole system was desirable for power reduction at the
expense of introducing additional shielded signal wires down the seam. In addition to the usage
of BLE, the number of IC chips would need to be minimized, and the power consumption of
each IC chip type and model would need to be considered when choosing the architecture of the
circuit and the IC chips used.

Altium Designer 16.0 [A] was acquired to develop circuit schematics and corresponding printed
circuit boards (PCBs). A few variations of proposed designs were drawn out as schematics and
laid out as PCB design files before PCB fabrication began, which aided me in learning how to
develop PCBs and use the Altium software. These initial iterations were discussed with Dr. Xiao
and other electrical engineers in his lab, who guided me in general principles of PCB design such
as thoroughly labeling schematics, minimizing vias, and avoiding sharp turns with copper traces.
Although they differed in layout size and quality, each of these pre-fabrication iterations and the
finalized first iteration (the GEN1 circuit) shared the following traits:
1. A strain gauge wheatstone bridge divider was the basis of the transduction method.
2. The positive and negative outputs of the bridge (V+ and V-, respectively) were passed
through a standard pre-amplifier input capacitance model, consisting of a differential
mode capacitor between V+ and V- and a common mode capacitor at each node, which
were tied to ground.
3. The smoothed V+ and V- inputs were then passed into an instrumentation amplifier IC
chip. The gain of this amplifier was tunable via the value of a resistor tied to two gain
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resistor pins on the IC. The instrumentation amplifier used was the INA122UA chip by
Texas Instruments [ii].
4. The output signal was fed into an ADC on board a microcontroller. Compact arduinostyle microcontrollers were used for prototyping these circuits due to experience in
programming these microcontrollers. Various models of these microcontroller boards
were used, and will be listed below within the sections for each major model of circuit.

Starting with the second iteration circuit (GEN2), the single FESG sensor placed in one of the
four resistor slots of the bridge (as in GEN1) was replaced by a multiplexed network of sensors.
The multiplexer used was the TMUX1208PWR multiplexer from Texas Instruments [i]. The
drain of the multiplexer was tied to the positive bridge node (v+). The current would flow
through the drain and out of one 8 source channels at any given time. A sensor would be tied to
each of these source channels, and the other end of each sensor was tied to ground.

Figure 7 - Graphical representation of the multiplexer-based distributed sensing concept with
sensor 4 (from the left) being probed.
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GEN1 CIRCUIT
Schematic, PCB Layout, and Photographs

A

C

B

D

Figure 8 - GEN1 circuit technical figures. (A) Schematic. (B) PCB layout. (C) The MCU board
stacked onto the PCB. (D) A photograph of the device.
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Explanation of Design
This is the first PCB fabricated for the transduction of FESG sensor strips. It is non-multiplexed,
and designed to read a single FESG sensor. Each end of the FESG sensor is tied to one of the
through holes in the through-hole pair labeled “RG” for “RGauge.” The two through holes with the
label “Vout” are the final voltage output of the PCB, with the negative Vout node tied directly to
the circuit’s ground and the positive Vout node tied to the INA122UA amplifier. The two
through holes with the + and - labels beside them are the positive and ground power pins,
respectively. The + and - pins, as well as the Vout pins, were mounted directly to the arduinostyle microcontroller board via male pin headers in the orientation shown below, with the A1 pin
of the MCU board being the analog input of the positive Vout value. The microcontroller board
used for the GEN1 circuit was the DFrobot BEETLE [iii],which was powered from a laptop via
micro-USB.

The three-pin devices labeled P1 and P2 are screwdriver-adjusted potentiometers, specifically the
PVG3G104C01R00 by Bourns (denote this PVG). These potentiometers provided flexibility to
the circuit, allowing it to be tuned to work with a broad range of FESG starting resistance values.
P1 was adjusted such that the R1/RG,starting = P1/R2, which would result in V+ = V-, and the final
positive Vout value being zero. P2 was tied to the gain resistance pins of the amplifier, and was
tuned such that the maximum strain on the FESG sample during testing would yield an output
voltage as close to, but just below, the DC operating voltage of 5V. Figure 9 shows the gain vs.
gain resistance function of the amplifier, as well as the starting resistance values for the samples
created for testing at this time.
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Figure 9 - Internal schematic of the INA122UA amplifier and its gain function. [II]

Three variations of the PVG device were purchased - 100k𝛀, 200k𝛀, and 500k𝛀 maximum
resistance. Based on the starting FESG resistance values shown in Figure 10, P1 was chosen as
200k𝛀 maximum and R2 was chosen as 20k𝛀. With this configuration, P1/R2 would be limited
to a maximum of 10, and could be scaled down all the way to zero by decreasing P1. On the
other side of the bridge, R1 was assigned as 100k𝛀. To keep R1/RG under 10, the starting RG
would need to be no less than than 10k𝛀, which was satisfied by the starting RG values seen
above. Based on the gain function of the amplifier seen above, the largest PVG of 500k𝛀
maximum was chosen for P2, such that the gain could be brought closest to five, but also driven
to infinity by bringing P2 to zero.
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Figure 10 - Starting FESG sample values.

Calibration Process
To calibrate the circuit for each sample, the circuit was plugged into the laptop with the Arduino
IDE opened, and with the FESG sensor connected to the RG nodes and secured in the force tester
at a position just before strain is applied, but to where there is no visible slack in the film. Then,
the following steps were performed:
● P2 was set to its maximum of 500k𝛀 to drive the gain to its minimum of 5.4. A simple
infinite loop was run to continuously monitor the Vout value and output its value to the
serial monitor twice a second. This sampling rate of 2 Hz allowed the person calibrating
the circuit enough time to read the value of Vout before a new one appeared. The serial
monitor used was Tera Term [B].
● P1 was then tuned until the value of Vout had just hit zero, and any small screwdriver
twist that increased P1 drove Vout to a positive value.
● Then, P2 was driven lower by a few screwdriver turns to increase the gain, and therefore
increase the sensitivity of Vout to small discrepancies in R1/RG vs. P1/R2. These small
discrepancies were carefully removed by fine tuning P1 until Vout was again just below
the zero point at an unstrained state.
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● Then, multiple cycles of 10% strain were run to check the Vout -strain response of the
circuit for repeated cycles. The value of Vout at peak strain was targeted for anywhere
between 4 - 4.5 V, such that the reading was not too close to the rail but would consume
most of the resolution provided for the reference voltage of 5V. As each cycle hit its
maximum strain, P2 was adjusted accordingly.
Once an adequate P2 value was reached, the force tester was brought to its starting/unstrained
position and stopped. Then, the force tester was restarted, this time with a script that sampled at
20 Hz and recorded each Vout point with a timestamp into a .txt file via PuTTY (a simple serial
monitoring/recording software). This .txt file was then run through a Python script to port the
Vout vs. time data into Excel, where it could be graphed.

Additionally, a simple series voltage divider with a 50 kOhm resistor and alligator clips for the
sample was constructed for testing the FESG material while the PCBs and its surface mounted
technology (SMT) components were in transit. The sampling rate was also 20Hz for this series
divider. This divider would not be at zero in an unstrained state, nor would it be amplified, so it
would not provide as much signal resolution or amplitude as the GEN1 circuit. However, it
would provide insight into the Vout-strain wave shape. The schematic for this series divider is
shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 - Schematic of the series divider.
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GEN 2 CIRCUIT
Schematic, PCB Layout, and Device Photographs
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Figure 12 - GEN2 circuit technical figures. (A) Schematic. (B) PCB layout beside stacked
MCU board. (C) Two photographs of the device. (D) Photograph of the device connected to the
testing potentiometer array, and a close up of a single testing potentiometer-resistor pair.
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Explanation of Design
The GEN2 circuit was an 8-way multiplexed expansion of the GEN1 circuit, with the wheatstone
bridge remaining the basis of the FESG transduction platform. The two nodes designated for the
single FESG sensor in GEN1 were replaced with the multiplexed network shown in Figure 7
and Figure 12-A, with three digital IO pins from the microcontroller board controlling the
multiplexer via an infinite loop in the MCU’s code. The V+ and V- values were again passed
through a differential mode - common mode pair input capacitance model, and then into the
INA122UA. This amplified signal was then passed through a smoothing capacitor to suppress
any built-up noise, and then passed into an analog input on the MCU board for 10 bit analog to
digital conversion. The data for each of the eight sensors would then be transmitted by a BLE
antenna module on the PCB (Microchip RN4871) [IV]. The MCU board used for this circuit
was the Seeeduino Xiao board.

At the time of developing this circuit, refinement of the FESG material fabrication process, based
on mixed results from the first round of testing with the GEN1 circuit, was still in its early
stages. To continue work on the circuit in the meantime, it was decided to design the first
iteration of this circuit to probe fixed resistors with screwdriver-actuated potentiometers, each in
series with a 1% tolerance 10k𝛀 through hole resistor, and then modify it later to accommodate
less consistent resistive elements such as FESG strips. The potentiometers used were Bourns
3296 through hole potentiometers, as there was an abundance of maximum value variations in
our lab such as 1k𝛀, 2k𝛀, 5k𝛀, 10k𝛀, and 50k𝛀. Since the resistive elements to be sensed were
of known and consistent value, the SMT potentiometers used in GEN1 could be replaced with
fixed 0402 resistors, saving considerable board space. Additionally, it would allow us to test the
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performance of the circuit under ideal resistive sensors conditions, i.e. no hysteresis and a
consistent starting resistance between sensors.

To determine the resistance of the three fixed bridge resistors, the amplifier’s gain resistor, and
the simulated sensing elements, the following constraints were applied:
● The three fixed bridge resistors would have a value of 10k𝛀 (1% tolerance), which would
render the bridge zeroed/matched with a simulated starting “sensor” resistance of 10k𝛀.
This value seemed like a plausible unstrained resistance of future FESG materials, based
on Figure 10.
● The maximum simulated sensor resistance would be 11k𝛀, for a 10% increase. This
value was chosen to align with the reported gauge factor range of 0.12 to 2.4, depending
on CNT %wt, reported in the paper from which we based our fabricated sensors for
GEN1. We chose to emulate the “CNT/PDMS-5” results, sitting near the middle and
exhibiting a gauge factor of 1.14 [18].
● Eight 10k𝛀 breadboard resistors would each be placed in series with a Bourns 3296
potentiometer, with values ranging from 2.1k𝛀 to 50k𝛀 maximum. The larger valued
potentiometers would allow for rapid oscillation of the simulated sensor resistance with
little screwdriver rotation since they could be quickly swept from ground to 3.3V. The
smaller valued ones would provide insight into sensitivity, but would be harder to rapidly
oscillate to the same degree of resistance change/signal amplitude.
● The voltage reading at a pseudo-sensor resistance of 11k𝛀 should be just below the rail,
with a value of 3.2V set for calculation purposes.
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The following calculations were then performed:

Figure 13 - Calculations for finding the appropriate gain resistor value.

The multiplexed network highlighted in the transparent yellow box of Figure 12-A can at any
single moment be viewed as one of the eight sensors, plus 5𝛀 of on resistance between the
multiplexer’s drain (D) pin and any one of the eight source pins (S1-8) [I]. Additionally, the
switching time is 14ns, which is more than quick enough for monitoring 8 sensors cyclically at a
sampling rate adequate for human gait monitoring. The RN4871 BLE module was wired
identically to the reference circuit shown on page 29 of the data sheet [IV], with the exception of
an STS2301 P-channel enhancement mode FET, with a stated purpose of reverse voltage
protection. Reverse polarity was not a concern, as power would flow directly through the USB
cable to the appropriate MCU pin, and later on with a rechargeable battery soldered in an
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appropriate orientation. Additionally, this part could not be sourced online, as it appeared to be a
product of the early 2000s, so it was decided to leave it out [V].

Slow/Initial Testing
An initial script was written to sample the ADC in a slow manner to verify that the concept of
multiplexing-based distributed sensing would work as intended. Similarly to the calibration
protocol from the GEN1 circuit, this would also allow the operator enough time to read all eight
values before multiple lines of new values pushed them out of the serial monitor window. The
following main loop was written the MCU board via the Arduino IDE:
1. Write (Do0 Do1 Do2) = (0 0 0) to latch the multiplexer to channel 0, which connects
sensor 1 to the bridge.
2. Delay 50 milliseconds to allow transients to settle.
3. Read the voltage across sensor 1 and convert it from the 0-4096 binary scale to the 0-3.3
V scale. This is done by multiplying the reading from the ADC by (3.3/4096), which is
the supply voltage divided by 2BIT RESOLUTION = 12.
4. Assign this to a variable (in the program, it was assigned to double volt1.
5. Delay 50 milliseconds.
6. Repeat steps a-e for channels 1-7, using (Do0 Do1 Do2) = (0 0 1) through (1 1 1), to read
sensors 2-8, and assign these readings to variables volt2 through volt8.
7. Print the voltage values of volt1 through volt8 to the serial monitor in the following
format, along with a line break after the eighth value:
a. 1.11

2.22

3.33

4.44

5.55

6.66

8. Repeat steps 1-7 via the indefinite main loop.
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7.77

8.88

In total, this initial test utilized seventeen 50 millisecond delays, for a time between ADC
reading sets of 850 milliseconds. At the start of the serial output for the eight voltage values, the
pseudo-sensors were all driven to a state where their respective voltage outputs were zero (in
actuality, all eight reached a minimum at 0.03V). Then, as these eight sensor lines were being
printed, the potentiometers for each pseudo-sensor were increased and decreased, one at a time
and in multiplexing order (S1 to S8), from a state where the reading for that sensor goes from 0V
(9.9-10k𝛀) to its maximum voltage (11k𝛀) and then back down to 0V. The serial monitor was
used to monitor the progress of each sensor’s resistance sweep. The accuracy and noise was not
monitored for this initial test, and data was not recorded.

Full Frequency Performance Testing
After the initial testing was completed, the delay times that were placed after each reading were
removed entirely, and the delay times between changing (Do0 Do1 Do2) and reading through the
analog input were reduced from 50 milliseconds. With 8 delays rather than 17 delays, the
effective sensor-group sampling frequency was approximately doubled. Delay times of 25, 15,
10, 5, 2, 1, and 0 milliseconds were tested, for nominal effective group sampling frequencies of
5Hz, 8.333Hz, 12.5Hz, 25Hz, 62.5Hz, and the maximum sampling frequency that the
microcontroller board could handle. By observing the timestamps and subtracting the ideal
timestamp-increment, it was found that the microcontroller board took 2-3 milliseconds to
perform the full eight-sensor loop regardless of ideal sampling frequency, meaning that the
maximum group sampling rate for this hardware would be somewhere between 333Hz and
500Hz. The following loop was performed for each listed group sampling frequency:
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1. Update the timestamp variable, which is the number of milliseconds since the device was
powered on.
2. Write (Do0 Do1 Do2) = (0 0 0) to latch the multiplexer to channel 0, which connects
sensor 1 to the bridge.
3. Delay 25, 15, 10, 5, 2, 1, or 0 milliseconds to allow transients to settle.
4. Read the voltage across sensor 1 and convert it from the 0-1024 binary scale to the 0.003.30 V scale.
5. Assign this to float volt1
6. Repeat steps a-e for channels 1-7, using (Do0 Do1 Do2) = (0 0 1) through (1 1 1), to read
sensors 2-8, and assign these readings to variables volt2 through volt8.
7. Print the voltage values of volt1 through volt8 to the serial monitor in the following
format, along with a line break after the eighth value (assume time is 50000
milliseconds):
b. 50000 -- 1.11 -- 2.22 -- 3.33 -- 4.44 -- 5.55 -- 6.66 -- 7.77 -- 8.88
7. Repeat steps 1-7 via the indefinite main loop.

The same sequential, non-simultaneous 0.03V → 3.3V → 0.03V sweep protocol that was used
for the slow testing was performed for this test as well. Additionally, faster and oscillatory half
or full screwdriver rotations were performed after the standard sweep on sensors 4 and 8, which
had maximum values of 50k𝛀. These were chosen for this additional testing because it was
found that it only took around 1 full turn of the screwdriver to drive these 50k𝛀 potentiometers
from 0k𝛀 to 1k𝛀 (and thus drive pseudo-sensors 4 and 8 from 10k𝛀 to 11k𝛀). Therefore, it was
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possible to do a half or full sweep of sensors 4-8 in under one second and gain insight into output
behavior at input frequencies near that expected from human gait. Lastly, four pseudo-sensors
were driven to various positive outputs while a fifth was actively swept up and down. This was
done to ensure that one signal changing would not have a noticeable effect on the other signals.

BLE module testing
After testing the circuit capabilities in sensor transduction, testing of the BLE module was
performed. First, the RN4870/71 user's guide was consulted, which led to the software
TeraTerm, a terminal emulator for sending ASCII commands. Additionally, a comprehensive
online search for tutorial pages, code examples, and forum posts was performed. From this
search, a webpage was found that mentioned a library named “RN487x_BLE,” and additionally
provided an example Arduino IDE script that monitored five pseudo-sensors, with the data being
hard coded or generated by loops [22]. Using this code as a jumping off point, modifications
were made incrementally and tested with the goal of establishing BLE communication of the
eight pseudo-sensor signals to a BLE scanner app [C] on my smartphone.
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GEN 3 CIRCUIT
Schematic, PCB Layout, and Device Photographs
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Figure 14 - GEN3 circuit technical figures. (A) Schematic - power input and smoothing. (B)
Schematic - multiplexer-sensor array. (C) Schematic - ADC circuit section. (D) PCB layout.
(E) Device photograph.
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Explanation of Design
Although the sensing portion of the GEN2 circuit ended up functioning as intended, the BLE
portion did not. Transmission of software-generated pseudo-sensor values to my phone’s BLE
scanner app was achieved for a few minutes, but then the device burned out. A stripped down
PCB was assembled with only the components necessary for BLE transmission included, and
the same result occurred. The device user’s guide [23] and various online support articles were
consulted before and throughout this process to find solutions, but to no avail. An alarming
number of posts and articles seemed to indicate that it was a very fragile chip and easy to break
with serial commands [20]. After considerable time was unsuccessfully spent on figuring out
how to interface the RN4871, it was decided to replace this chip with a BLE antenna integrated
into the MCU board that would be used for this project, Arduino’s Nano 33 IOT. Although
about twice the length of the Seeduino Xiao, it was still fairly compact. Additionally, I was far
more familiar with C# programming than direct ASCII commands, and a quick search showed
numerous libraries and cut-and-paste code segments available for ease of use. Switching to this
board would make the learning curve a lot smaller, and free up time to further develop the
platform as a whole.

In addition to the removal of the BLE module from the PCB, the bridge design was swapped for
a 4 wire Resistance Temperature Dependent (RTD) configuration connected to an ADS122 24bit ADC [VII], which was interfaced via UART to the MCU board. This design was copied
exactly from an ADS122 reference circuit in the manual, except the single resistor to be probed
was replaced with the multiplexer network . While the temperature dependence aspect of this
architecture was not utilized, this configuration used a controlled DC current source within the
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ADC as the active probing signal, as shown in the figures and description below. The goal of
this was to increase system resolution in anticipation of vibrational sensing, and eliminate the
need to balance the bridge to a specific starting sensor value.

Figure 15 - 4-wire RTD reference circuit from the ADS122 data sheet [VII].

Instead of the signal starting at zero at an unstrained state like with the bridge circuits, a fixed
value probing current (IDAC1) flows out of one of the four analog inputs, through the sensor,
through the reference resistor, and then to analog ground, all in series. Due to Kirchoff’s voltage
law, IDAC*(RRTD+RREF+RTRACES,ADC) must be no greater than the supply voltage, with
RTRACES,ADC being any residual series resistances that negligibly drop the voltage. Therefore, to
maximize signal coverage of the 0.0 to 3.3 V range, careful combinations of anticipated sensor
resistance swing, reference voltage, and gain should be considered. Figure 16 shows two
example calculations for passive component values in this circuit, with initial values set to I DAC =
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10𝜇A (the lowest programmable value) and pseudo-sensors swinging from 10k𝛀 to 50k𝛀. For
the sake of power saving, we pursued a scenario where the lowest I DAC is used, along with low or
no gain from the PGA. The PGA is limited to gains of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128.

Figure 16 - Calculations for the ADC reference resistor.

It was decided to first pursue the lower power option, with no gain and a reference voltage of
0.5V. As stated in the documentation attached to this image in the data sheet, virtually no
current enters the two-way lowpass RC filters, composed of the RLEAD, RF, and CDIF resistors and
capacitors connecting the sensor network to two analog inputs and the reference resistor to the
reference voltage pins. As with GEN2, the fabrication of the new FESG materials was still not
completed, and so it was planned to start circuit testing with fixed standard elements (resistors,
potentiometers, and parallel R-POT pairs). Fortunately, this circuit would function smoothly
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with sample resistances that vary widely by fabricated batch. This is because the ADC can be
programmed using the serial lines on board the MCU board, so excitation current and gain from
the built in programmable gain amplifier (PGA) can be altered at a software level to
accommodate different sample resistance ranges. The only thing that would possibly need to be
replaced by batch from a hardware perspective is the reference resistor, should the reference
voltage need to be altered for a different set of eight sensors.

The main advantage of this 4 wire RTD design, compared to previous bridge-based versions, is
that this circuit does not require one to use near identically resistive sensors. It allows for
marginal resistance variation between the eight sensors connected at any one time, as long as the
most resistive sensor at a strained state (which drops the most voltage across the RTD sensing
analog inputs) is used when conducting calculations. It should be noted that the seven other
sensors below the most resistive one will typically start at a lower voltage in an unstrained state
and, assuming identical gauge factor, peak at a lower voltage at a strained state. Therefore,
assuming identical gauge factor, analysis of each sensor should be performed in terms of
subtracting its maximum voltage value from its minimum voltage value at each cycle, and
dividing it by the initial value (dR/Ro).

After assembling the circuit, the bytes to be written to each of the five ADC registers were
obtained by going through the ADS122 data sheet’s register tables. After the ADC was
configured, testing the functionality of the circuit would be done in an identical manner to
GEN2. For the BLE transmission portion, a working script from which to start was found online
[21].
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GEN 4 CIRCUIT
Schematic, PCB Layout, and Device Photographs

Figure 17 - Power smoothing schematic used for both the Nano33 and the Xiao board versions
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Figure 18 - GEN4 Nano 33 IoT circuit technical figures. (A) Bridge and multiplexer section.
(B) Amplifier section. (C) PCB layout. (D) Photographs of the device.
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Figure 19 - GEN4 Seeeduino Xiao circuit technical figures. (A) Bridge and multiplexer section.
(B) Amplifier section. (C) PCB layout. (D) Photographs of the device and case

Explanation of Design
After considerable time attempting to interface the ADC with the MCU board, it was decided to
revert back to the bridge design that worked and add new features, as well as refine the PCB
itself with knowledge of PCB design that was learned between the time of developing the GEN2
circuit and this one - minimizing vias for signal and power lines, neat and grouped components,
minimally short and straight signal lines, and split analog and digital power nodes with the
grounds as a plane on the bottom layer and the VCC/VDD nodes as branching rails on the top
layer.

Another reason for reverting back to this design was a change in the strain gauge material. The
design of GEN3 was based around an idealized scenario where the simulated gauge quintupled
(10k𝛀 to 50k𝛀), which for 10% strain would imply a gauge factor of 40. While gauge factors
this high and higher were shown in some papers, it was not shown in the CNT-PDMS paper that
inspired our first material batch. After considerable time had passed without any updates from
the materials student assigned to fabricate the FESG sensors, it was decided to purchase supplies
to fabricate them in our laboratory. A very simple fabrication process was replicated from a
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2020 Scientific Reports paper that utilized bulk silver powder (of unspecified particle size
distribution) distributed in PDMS at proportions ranging from 50-67%wt silver, and the rest
PDMS [19]. In terms of volume, this resulted in a ratio of around 10-20% silver. Due to the
high cost of silver, copper nanoparticles of various submicron average diameters (40-60, 300,
1000 nm) were purchased from Skyspring nanomaterials, as was a small bag of 40-60nm nickel
nanoparticles. Further details can be found in Appendix Entry 1.

The results of the sensors in this paper showed a gauge factor of around 10 in the 0-10% strain
range, translating to double resistance at 10% strain. An RTD system like the one in GEN3
would therefore see its analog signal doubled at 10% strain, regardless of gain. For a signal that
gets close to the 3.3V rail at 10% strain, the unstrained state would need to yield a signal of just
under 1.65V, which gets rid of half of the 0-3.3V signal amplitude window. An amplified
bridge, with its resistors chosen to yield near zero voltage at an unstrained sensor state, is a better
option for lower gauge factor FESG materials since the unstrained signal can be forced to near
zero via the bridge while at the same time the maximally strained signal can be forced to near
VCC via the amplifier gain resistor.

To yield the aforementioned benefits of the amplified bridge without having to change resistors
between different groups of sensors, the GEN4 circuit was designed to be an automatically selfcalibrating version of the GEN2 circuit. As shown in Figure 18-A, two resistors of equal value
were placed on the non-sensor branch of the bridge. The first resistor of the sensor branch was
replaced by a pair of digital potentiometers in series, each controlled by two digital I/O pins.
The first potentiometer spot would receive a 50k𝛀 potentiometer, and the second spot would
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receive a 5k𝛀 potentiometer for finer bridge tuning. Additionally, R3 is placed parallel to the
two resistance pins of the first potentiometer, allowing for one to reduce the change in
potentiometer-resistor parallel resistance per wiper step compared to the change in potentiometer
resistance per wiper step. Lastly, R4 is placed in series between the two potentiometers, and
allows one to add a desired amount of fixed resistance to the double-potentiometer block should
this be necessary to balance the bridge for sensors that exhibit resistances above 55k𝛀. The
potentiometer chosen was Microchip’s MCP4013T [VI], which has options ranging from 2.150k𝛀. All resistance variants have 64 taps from a wiper resistance of 75𝛀 to its maximum
resistance. Two PCBs were fabricated for this version, one for the Arduino Nano 33 IOT, and
another for the at the time newly released Seeeduino Xiao board with BLE and a built in IMU.
The two contained minor differences, with the Xiao board’s PCB having less components in
order to fit into a smaller space. These differences can be seen in Figure 19-A.

Regardless of PCB, below the bridge potentiometer block was the same multiplexed sensor
architecture described in Gen 2. The instrumentation amplifier’s gain-controlling resistor was
replaced with the same digital potentiometer IC used in the bridge. A first order 2kHz passive
RC lowpass filter with values of R=800𝛀 and C=100nF was placed before the amplifier input. 2
kHz was chosen as it would place the 400Hz multiplexer switching frequency far away from the
roll-off point, but would attenuate noise introduced by MCU components running off of the 1632 MHz clock and other high frequency digital signals within the MCU board. Another
identical RC lowpass filter was placed after the amplifier output on the Nano 33 IOT version,
and two of these filters were cascaded after the amplifier output for the Xiao board version due
to the presence of sufficient board space for this.
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Software Operation
Digital output pins Do0-Do2 would control the multiplexer like before. Do3 and Do4 would
control the 50k𝛀 bridge potentiometer’s up/down pin and chip select pin, respectively. Do5 and
Do6 would do the same for the 2.1k𝛀 bridge potentiometer, and Do7 and Do8 for the amplifier
potentiometer. The MCU program’s initialization portion for tuning the bridge is stated below,
and relies on the sensors being at their baseline pre-strained or unstrained state.
1. Switch the multiplexer to any of the eight sensors.
2. Maximize the 50k𝛀 amplifier potentiometer, minimizing the gain to 9.
3. Minimize all bridge potentiometers to yield an unamplified reading of around V CC/2
before gain (assuming no fixed resistor in the active branch), and VCC after the minimum
gain of 9.
4. Increase the largest bridge potentiometer one tap at a time in a while-loop until the
reading decreases to about VCC/2.
5. Take a reading of each of the eight sensors and store them in an array and in order. Since
the sensors should be close in starting resistance, all should be in the V CC/2 range, but
will vary marginally. Go through these eight values in order in a for-loop, and assign the
array index of the highest value to a variable. The highest value corresponds to the most
resistive sensor at the baseline state.
a. OPTIONAL - proceed with the following steps with the least resistive sensor to
eliminate negative biasing for all sensors at the expense of positive biasing for the
more resistive sensors.
6. Through eight if-statements, obtain the multiplexing address bits corresponding to the
most resistive sensor and switch to it.
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7. Minimize all bridge potentiometers to re-obtain a VCC reading.
8. Run a while loop that increases the largest potentiometer by 1/64 of its total value (one
tap at a time) with each iteration. This loop terminates when the ADC reads under a
specified threshold, preferably in the 20-40 mV range.
9. If a second smaller bridge potentiometer is present, decrease the large potentiometer’s
resistance back down by around half of the small potentiometer’s maximum value. Then,
repeat the “increment until output reaches zero” routine with the smaller potentiometer,
allowing the final bridge to be more finely tuned to zero and reducing the severity of
potentiometer overshoot into the negative bias region.
a. OPTIONAL - Decrement the second potentiometer one time to start with a slight
bias of a couple dozen mV, but with no strain required to overcome negative
bridge bias.
10. Perform a few strain/unstrain cycles with the FESG sensors or pseudo sensors such as
Bourns 3296 potentiometers and resistors. From here, determine if more gain is needed,
and if so, run a side script to decrement the amplifier potentiometer to a desired
resistance, keeping in mind that 1 decrement loop drops 1/64 of the potentiometer’s
maximum resistance.

The main sensing loop of the GEN4 circuit was an expanded version of that stated in the GEN2
software steps. In addition to reading these eight sensor values and printing them to the serial
monitor, each of these values would need to be written to its BLE characteristic and transmitted
wirelessly, along with the timestamp and three accelerometer axes. Testing the circuit’s
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performance would be done the same way as was done for the GEN2 circuit, with the addition of
a shake test for the IMU.

Battery Testing
This was the first fully operational circuit that met the function requirements initially set out
upon. Therefore, power characteristics were tested both from the laptop USB supply and from
three different batteries. The batteries included a 650mAh JST connector bar battery with
dimensions of 45x24x8.25mm, a Victagen J18650 (18mm diameter and 65mm height)
cylindrical battery with 3200mAh, and a slightly larger EBL cylindrical battery with dimensions
of 18mm diameter and 70mm height. This last one was chosen for its built-in USB port and
therefore a lack of a need for a battery casing for powering. Each battery was attached to a male
micro USB header, making the MCU board’s USB port the power input as it was during testing
with laptop power. Figure 20 shows a size comparison of the GEN4 device on the left and the
650mAh, 3200mAh, and USB-including 3000mAh batteries, in that order from left to right.

Figure 20 - Size comparison photograph of the two GEN4 devices with the three battery brands
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Case Printing
For both GEN4 devices, a device case was designed in SolidWorks and 3D printed in the
laboratory. Shown in Figures 18-D and 19-D, each case has an array of 0.8mm squares on
opposite sides to allow air to flow between the case’s inside walls and the outer board surfaces,
as well as between the two boards. The case was printed with a Raise 3D Pro 2 printer, using a
0.4mm wide extruder and calibrated for 0.2mm layer heights. The thickness of the case was 1.6
mm, rendering a total device size of [X]*[Y]*[Z] for the Nano 33 version and a size of 36.9 x
22.1 x 16.8 mm for the Seeed Xiao version, excluding the battery. The two smooth through
holes were 3mm in diameter, and were close enough of a fit for M3 Size 0.5mm pitch screws to
tap themselves into the holes with the aid of a screwdriver, and without the need of a hex nut on
the screw’s threaded end. Figure 21 shows the SolidWorks renderings of these device cases.

A

B

D

C
Figure 21 – SolidWorks renderings of device cases. (A, B) Nano 33 IoT device. (C, D)
Seeeduino Xiao device.
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Results
FIRST MATERIAL
The first two attempts at fabrication led to samples that were widely inconsistent in elasticity,
and all samples yielded open circuit on ohmmeter measurements. The 8%wt CNT samples had
visible scales and hairline surface fractures, and lacked significant elasticity, tearing long before
necking occurred. This led us to conclude that 8%wt CNTs is too much for the elastomer to
keep its rubbery properties. For the third attempt, only 5.5%wt CNT samples were fabricated,
this time with two copper electrodes each attached to the opposite side of the square sample.
Three copper electrode geometries were used, all sticking out the same side for probing and all
secured by leaving a small amount of conductive elastomer between the edge of the sample and
the outer edge of the electrode. The three electrode geometries were a copper wire, a copper foil
strip, and a copper screen mesh that was cut into strips. Figure 10 in the FESG Process shows
the results of starting resistance of each sample.

For this second batch, as seen above, the copper mesh yielded the lowest average starting
resistance. Regardless of electrode geometry, the starting resistances were still very inconsistent,
and the starting thicknesses ranged from 1-1.5 mm. The maximum strain before fracture also
varied widely, although due to the limited features of the force tester used, these could not be
recorded accurately. The fracture strains observed ranged somewhere between 15 and 25%,
which would be acceptable for sensing quadricep circumference, but not knee bending.

The last problem noted during the mechanical analysis of the samples was a high degree of
viscoelasticity. When the sample was secured to the Instron, and the starting upper clamp
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position tuned so that it was upright and straight, felt a bit tight to poke from the square surface,
and no necking was observed, the mechanical tests were performed. Upon the completion of a
single strain-unstrain cycle, it was noticed that the sample would be loose and sag to one side.
Upon checking the start and end positions of the copper electrodes, and checking the amount of
buffer elastomer before and after the single cycle, it was verified that the sample was secure in
the clamps and was not slipping. Thus, Dr. Peng and the MSE students concluded that
viscoelasticity was the culprit for this. The unwanted “sagging” effect increased as strain and
strain speed increased, which agrees with the general principles of viscoelastic materials.

GEN1 CIRCUIT AND SERIES DIVIDER TESTING
The results of testing the sensor samples with the voltage divider initially showed an
indiscernible signal due to excess noise, coming from three possible culprits - Noise from the
laptop’s USB power, noise from digital switching within the Arduino, and/or noise produced by
inconsistent rates of contact and cessation of contact between the carbon nanotubes in the sample
as it is stretched and returned to its original length. After soldering a through hole 25µF
decoupling capacitor between the +5V and GND pins of the Arduino, as well as switching from
6 cycles per minute to 2 cycles per minute, a discernible signal was achieved with the voltage
divider.
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Figure 22 - 50k𝛀 series divider testing results of 1x5 cm FESG strip (10% strain).

As seen in Figure 22, the noise was at its highest amplitude around the point where each cycle
had ended, and where the sample was unstrained and loose from hysteresis. The region of each
cycle at and around the peak extension of the sample exhibited the lowest degree of noise. For
the sake of calculating an approximate gauge factor of this sample, it was decided to assign an
unstrained average of 0.9V and a strained average of 1.15V. Assuming linearity in resistancestrain response throughout this strain region, it then follows:

Figure 23 - Calculations for approximate gauge factor of the tested FESG strip.
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To obtain a baseline measurement of noise amplitude, a 15 minute static test was conducted on
the series divider, in which a sensor was connected to the circuit and left still on the counter.
Another sensor with a starting value of 1.04V rather than 0.9V was used due to the sensor used
for Figure 22 having broken after conducting the test for this figure. With the static noise
swinging about 20mV in each direction, and Figure 22 showing a swing of around 300mV, this
rudimentary testing platform showed an SNR of around 10log10(0.3/0.02) = 11.761dB.

Figure 24 - 15 minute noise test for the 50k𝛀 series divider.

Upon receiving and assembling the Gen 1 PCB, its functionality with a 50k𝛀 Bourns 3296
potentiometer was verified. As shown in Figure 25-A, the response to resistance change was
fairly noise free and in line with screwdriver motions on the potentiometer. The attempts to
continuously rotate the screwdriver by hand without stopping can be seen in Figure 25-B, as
well as the noise oscillations of around 10 mV.
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Figure 25 - GEN1 PCB testing with potentiometer. (A) Full ground-to-rail sweep. (B) 15
second window of this test

Force testing of the FESG material out to 15-20% strain with the GEN1 circuit was hampered by
repeated tearing of samples. The reason for these repeated mechanical failures was surprising,
since these same samples had shown far more durability with the series divider. As seen in
Figure 26, there was a large “dead zone,” in which strain change was occurring but the signal
output remained at zero. It was posited that this was due to the strain decline rate exceeding the
rate at which this viscoelastic material could reset to its original length after strain. The sharp
uptick in sensor voltage just after 14 seconds corresponded to the introduction of a major tear in
the film, which caused a sudden and large increase in resistance. The sharp downward spike to
0V and then back to 5V corresponded to the complete disconnection of the sample into two
parts. The reason for this downward spike was assumed to be due to a momentary glitch with
the ADC due to sudden disconnection, since this portion of the signal makes no sense from a
materials standpoint.
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Figure 26 - Force tester results of FESG sample with GEN1 circuit.

By this point, most of the fabricated sensor samples were torn by over-straining on the force
tester. Therefore, the remaining samples were tested by squeezing the ends between the index
and middle fingers with rubber gloves on, and applying smaller and more frequent strain cycles.
Figure 27 shows the results of manual FESG sample testing at 20 Hz sampling rate. The
elongation and tensile release phases of each manual cycle yielded a smooth output signal. The
region of each cycle around the peak output/elongation exhibited more noise, and this noise
increased in amplitude as the time spent at or near maximum elongation increased.

A
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Figure 27 - Manual FESG testing results with GEN1 circuit. (A) Full test. (B) 15 second
window of the more rapid elongation cycles.

This manual input was not as consistent in strain, cycle frequency, or the duration of “holding
time” between elongating the sample and allowing it to return its original length.
However, this method of testing more closely resembled the parameters expected for quadricep
circumference measurement - varying extension vs. time pattern, with 1 to 5% strain. The
minimal hysteresis in this smaller strain range was reassuring for usage of FESG strips for
sensing circumferential change of the quadriceps. Additionally, Figure 27-B depicts a cycle
time between 1-1.5 seconds, which is close to the typical single leg gait frequency of around one
cycle per second.
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GEN2 CIRCUIT
The baseline value for all unactuated pseudo-sensors ranged between 20 mV and 40 mV, with
most data points displaying 30 mV. It should be noted that this 10 bit ADC displays output to
two decimal places, so the baseline readings would be shown as 0.02 to 0.04 V. The noise
amplitude was within the 0.01V range, and assuming a full 0 to 3.3V swing, would yield an SNR
of 10log10(3.3/0.01) = 25.185dB.

Initial results of the successive, non-simultaneous test can be seen in Figure 27. Due to this test
taking about 7.5 minutes to complete, the rapid and oscillating screwdriver twists appear as solid
2D segments. Figures 27-B and 27-C show these rapid input results for sensor 5 (2k𝛀) and
sensor 8 (50k𝛀) individually. As would be expected, sensor 5’s low oscillation amplitude of
about 100mV was much more susceptible to the 10mV noise than the almost 2V oscillation
amplitude of sensor 8.

A
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B

Figure 28 - Initial non-simultaneous sweep testing for the GEN2 circuit. (A) Full test of all 8
pseudo-sensors. (B) 10 second window showing rapid oscillations of sensor 5. (C) 10 second
window showing rapid oscillations of sensor 8.

There was a high degree of decayed signal mirroring between multiplexer channels. Since the
multiplexer channels were cycled in order from that containing sensor 1 to that containing sensor
8, signal mirroring was also observed in this order. Looking under the sensor 5 (lime green)
curve during its actuation period in Figure 27-A, lower amplitude replications of the sensor 5
curve were transduced by unactuated sensors 6 (cyan) and 7 (burgundy) during this time period.
The severity of this crosstalk increased as the group sampling rate increased. At a 5 Hz group
sampling rate, this crosstalk voltage would reach around 200mV on the “unstrained” sensor
directly succeeding a sensor that was held 3.28V. As seen in Figure 27-A, at 12.5Hz this
crosstalk would start to visibly affect two succeeding readings rather than one. When removing
all delay commands in the code and allowing the MCU board to sample at its maximum rate,
raising a single potentiometer from 0k𝛀 to 1k𝛀 would yield a constant reading of VCC/2 (1.631.65V) for all sensors, regardless of the resistance of the other seven sensors.
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In the course of debugging this circuit, the cause for this was found to be the three input
capacitors between the bridge’s v+ and v- and their corresponding amplifier inputs. It is posited
that after suddenly changing the amplifier’s input from a latched and “strained” sensor to the
next latched but unstrained sensor, this built up charge in the input capacitance was still not
completely dissipated by the time the next ADC reading(s) took place . By removing these
capacitors, cross-talk was resolved and transduced noise amplitude stayed within 10 mV.
However, at a steady state voltage input, the final reading would more frequently alternate
between its two values on the screen (e.g. 2.43 ↔ 2.44 V), suggesting an altered noise
frequency profile and/or average duty cycle.

BEFORE

AFTER

Figure 29 - Alteration made to the GEN2 circuit.

Adding back these three capacitors in smaller values (0.1 and 0.01uF rather than 1 and 0.1uF)
did significantly reduce signal mirroring, and limited visible effects to only the one sensor that is
switched to the bridge after the actuated sensor, rather than multiple sensors that succeed the
actuated sensor. Various other capacitor layouts were tried, such as placing 0.01𝜇F capacitors on
C5 and C6 only while removing C2, as well as assigning 0.01 and 0.1 𝜇F to C2 while removing
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C5 and C6. All of these alternative input capacitor layouts resulted in small but visible
mirroring, and a lack of visible effect on noise amplitude compared to the capacitor-free model.
It was posited that although this input capacitor model works great for monitoring one signal that
changes continuously and at low frequency, it hinders operation when subjected to rapid and
sudden input changes which contain higher frequency components that must be kept in the final
signal. Therefore, a capacitance-free signal input was chosen to be the best option for this
multiplexed sensing method.

Figure 30 - Follow up non-simultaneous testing of the GEN2 circuit after removing the
amplifier’s input capacitors.

As seen in Figure 30, signal mirroring was eliminated after removing the pre-amplifier input
capacitors. Additionally, the group sampling frequency was more than quadrupled, from 12.5
Hz (100 Hz raw sampling rate) to 52.6 Hz (421 Hz raw sampling rate). The 52.6 Hz group
sampling rate was obtained by taking the total number of sensor reading lines in the final .txt
document and dividing it by the total test time (in seconds). A 2ms delay time between
addressing the multiplexer and taking a reading was found to be the minimum delay that would
lead to no issues with the eight signals. With 52.6 readings per gait cycle, assuming one step per
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leg per second, the fundamental patterns of human gait could be captured. However, the higher
frequency muscle vibrations due to fatigue would be under sampled.

A

B
Figure 31 - Pre-actuated sensor testing. (A) Full test. (B) 5 second window demonstrating static
sensor noise profile and sensor 3 (10k𝛀).

Figure 31 shows the performance of the circuit in measuring resistance change during the
presence of simultaneous, steady-state, and non-zero readings from other sensors. The first
portion shows the actuation and oscillation of sensor 4 while sensor 6 is “pre-strained” but
constant. This is followed by the actuation and oscillation of sensor 8 with simultaneous and
constant pre-strain in sensors 4, 5, and 6. Lastly, sensor 3 was actuated and oscillated with
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simultaneous and constant pre-strain in sensors, 1, 4, 5, and 6. The pre-strained voltage values
were chosen arbitrarily, such that they were spread out across the possible output range, but not
too close to either 0.03V or 3.3V. The similarity of signal quality for sensors 3, 6, and 8,
combined with the lack of simultaneous signal change in the pre-strained sensors, was reassuring
for the usage of multiplexed sensors for distributed sensing of gait.

A

B

Figure 32 - Ten second windows of pre-actuated testing, showing oscillations in (A) sensor 5 and
(B) sensor 8.

Figure 32 shows a 10 second window of the results for individual sensors 5 (2k𝛀) and 8 (50k𝛀).
As was observed for the 12.5 Hz readings that were taken with input capacitance still present, the
10 mV noise had a much greater impact on signal quality for sensor 5 than for sensor 8. This
suggested that at its current state, this circuit would be adequate to monitor the fundamentals of
human gait pattern, but would be too noisy to transduce much smaller swings that would be
brought about by fatigue-induced muscle vibrations.
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GEN3 CIRCUIT
As stated in the beginning of the GEN4 design and procedures section, attempts to interface the
external ADS122 ADC with the UART pins of the MCU board were unsuccessful. Thus,
meaningful results from pseudo-sensor testing were unable to be obtained. However, during
development of this circuit, an example pseudo-sensor script for the BLE antenna was obtained
from a webpage that provided detailed explanations for each major section [21]. This code was
then modified to include eight different characteristics under the one BLE service, and to sweep
each of the eight values between two set integer values to test for signal integrity and refresh rate
on the phone BLE scanner app. This code would be the starting point of that developed in the
GEN4 circuit.

GEN4 CIRCUIT
Device Troubleshooting and Alterations
In terms of basic functionality, and disregarding factors like power consumption and signal
quality, this device worked almost fully as intended. The one aspect that could not be utilized
was tunable gain due to an issue with the gain potentiometer. When minimized, there was no
measured potential difference between the two resistance pins of the amplifier’s digital
potentiometer, as well as between either of these pins and ground. However, this increased the
gain to 5+(200,000/75) = 2672, making tuning impossible. As the potentiometer was increased,
the potential between these two pins, as well as the potential between each pin and ground,
would increase as the potentiometer’s tap resistance was increased. When maximized to 50k𝛀,
the potentiometer’s resistance pins were almost 2V apart from each other, causing an extreme
bias on the amplifier and rendering constant near-zero readings that did not increase or decrease
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with pseudo-sensor resistance change. Figure 33 shows a voltage-labeled schematic when the
potentiometer is at 75𝛀 and 50k𝛀.

Figure 33 - Measured voltage with respect to ground of each RGAIN pin at (A, B) 75𝛀 and (C, D)
50k𝛀.

Upon investigating the causes of the tunable gain not working, it was found that the portion of
the potentiometer’s resistance not between the A and W pins is tied to DGND. This is almost
certainly the culprit of why there was an unwanted voltage potential difference across the
amplifier’s RGAIN pins. In Figure 34, it is clear that this was also causing two parallel resistances
to occur. The potentiometer just above the sensor block on the bridge would put its W-VSS
resistance in shunt with the sensor block, and the W-VSS resistance of the potentiometer above
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that would shunt everything below it. To rectify this, twenty five 5k𝛀 MCP4012T chips were
purchased. This chip leaves the non-A pin end (the B-terminal) dangling inside the chip.

B

A

Figure 34 - MCP401xT potentiometers (A) MCP4012 figure from datasheet. (B) MCP4013
figure from datasheet. [VI]

The pinout is the same between these two chips, so all that needed to be done was to order
MCP4012Ts in the future. Unfortunately, at the time of doing so, most of these chips were out
of stock across the internet. Only 5k𝛀 MCP4012Ts were available at the time this was figured
out, which is too small to serve as a gain-adjusting potentiometer, as the minimum gain would be
45. These 5k𝛀 potentiometers were used to replace all MCP4013Ts on the two boards’
wheatstone bridges, leading to the final bridge layouts for a group of sensors with a starting
resistance of around 10k𝛀:
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Figure 35 - Revised wheatstone bridge layout with the MCP4012T potentiometer. (A) Nano 33
IoT board. (B) Xiao board.

Circuit Performance - Arduino Nano 33 IoT version
The performance of this circuit in transducing the eight resistive pseudo-sensors was similar to
the performance in GEN2. The frequency was also around 50 kHz initially, but this was with a
1ms delay between switching and reading plus the time taken for BLE transmission. This circuit
exhibited marginally but not detrimentally more noise than GEN2 initially, plus severe signal
mirroring between channels. With two lowpass filters present in this GEN4 circuit and none in
the finalized GEN2 design, it is hypothesized that the presence of a digital IMU signal as well as
a relatively powerful digital BLE signal is the reason for this increased noise. Furthermore, it is
posited that main accumulation of transduced noise takes place between the analog input of the
MCU board and the microcontroller’s integrated ADC.

To eliminate signal mirroring, the low pass capacitors were modified from 2000𝛀, 0.1𝝁F (800
Hz cutoff frequency) to 8000𝛀, 0.01𝝁F (2000 Hz cutoff frequency). To reduce noise, group
sampling frequency was reduced in exchange for taking five ADC readings rather than one, each
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spaced 250 microseconds apart. This dropped the group sampling frequency from 50 Hz to 18
Hz. It should be noted that for the sake of easy BLE parsing, the voltage values were transmitted
wirelessly in the form of an integer ranging from 0-1023 for 0-3.3V. The transduced signal for
this circuit, unlike that of GEN2, would hit 0 but would not hit 1023, instead capping out
somewhere in the 1010s (3.26 to 3.28V).

As seen in Figure 36, the noise is minimal at 18 Hz, 5 samples per probe. It can easily be
deduced by a physician whether the pseudo-sensor values were changing at any given point on
the graph or whether it is noise, even with the smaller 100-200 mV oscillations performed on the
2k𝛀 and 5k𝛀 potentiometers.

A

B
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Figure 36 - Testing results for the Nano 33 IoT device. (A) Full non-simultaneous test. (B) Preactuated test with oscillation of sensor 6 (50k𝛀). (C) non-simultaneous actuation window of
sensor 7. (D) Noise profile of sensor 7 when actuated and static.

In addition to the distributed strain gauge transduction, this was the first circuit to achieve BLE
transmission of transduced pseudo-sensor values, as well as the first one to achieve transduction
and BLE transmission of 3-axis IMU data from the built in IMU on the MCU board. Figure 37
shows the results of testing the IMU via manual shaking along each of its three major axes in X,
Y, Z order. It can be seen that some acceleration along the x-axis was accidentally performed
during testing the y-axis and vice versa, but the amplitude swing noticeably changes. After the
three axes were tested, the device was picked up and about 2 feet of USB cable, with the device
on the end, was allowed to hang in the air by my hand, such that the x-axis is pointing down
(rendering a baseline 1.0g reading). Then, the device was swung around in circles, allowed to
slow, and then swung the other rotational direction. This can be seen by the x-axis rising above
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1.0g, returning to this value, and then rising up again, while being swung around at about two
rotations per second.

Figure 37 - GEN4 on-board IMU testing results separated by axis and aligned with respect to
time.
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Figure 38 shows the format of received BLE data on the BLE scanner app. BLE data is
transmitted in hexadecimal format, with each byte separated by a dash, as seen in the bluehighlighted “Value” text under each characteristic 1-12. Characteristics 1-8 provide the value of
each sensor 1-8, and characteristic 9 provides the time in milliseconds since the device began
transducing and transmitting sensor values. Characteristics 10, 11, and 12 contain data from the
IMU’s x, y, and z axis, respectively. For a 10 bit ADC providing a digital voltage representation
from 0-1023, the hexadecimal range that will be seen for characteristics 1-8 is 0x0000 to
0x03FF. Additionally, multibyte values for each characteristic will be presented in a least
significant byte format. For example, sensor 7 (characteristic 7) shows a value of 0xF2-03-0000, which actually represents 0x00-00-03-F2, corresponding to a decimal ADC value of 1010
and thus a voltage of 3.255V.
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Figure 38 - Screenshot of BLE data received on phone BLE scanner app.
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The acceleration data was more complicated. The accelerometer is a 16 bit LSM6DS3 chip,
initialized for a dynamic range of ±4g acceleration. This means that the linear acceleration
sensitivity is 0.122 mg (milli gravitational acceleration) per least significant bit (LSB). During
testing with the serial monitor printing the accelerometer data directly in g’s, while turning the
device upside down, it was observed from the BLE feed that the rightmost byte is always “3F”
for a positive value and “BF” for a negative value. Additionally, the acceleration input of
characteristics 10 and 11 were always around zero (give or take small device tilts), and
characteristic 12 was 1.0g at the time of taking the screenshot, while it would be -1.0g if the
device were turned upside down to expose the fabricated PCB. With these input arguments, an
explanation and method of translation could not be found for these byte-separated hex values that
would satisfy all three acceleration values.

To get around this, the MCU program was modified to convert each IMU value from a raw
floating point input to an integer variable by multiplying the value by 10 8 and then using the int()
function to truncate the value. The idea behind this is that the precision is still more than enough
for activity monitoring and integrating from acceleration to velocity or displacement, and the
future app could take this value and simply divide by 108 into a floating point variable to
reproduce the original acceleration value. Upon testing with this revision, it was found that
correctly ordering the bytes and converting this hex number to base 10 resulted in the signed 2’s
complement to represent negative numbers, and that all acceleration values made sense. The
hexadecimal-decimal converter used to check functionality and was RapidTables [D].
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Lastly, power testing of this version of the GEN4 circuit of power went smoothly with no errors
aside from the EBL cylindrical battery not working. Regardless of whether USB or battery was
used, current measured during device operation was the same. It was 50mA when the bridge was
tuned and broadcasting data, but data characteristic feeds were not being viewed or updated on
the BLE scanner app. When viewing all 12 characteristics, the current jumped to 60-65 mA and
seemed to slowly and consistently drift around in this region rather than exhibit power spikes.
This is a lot higher than was anticipated, and was disappointing since one of the key
requirements of this device is low power consumption. With this power consumption, the
650mAh battery would last about 10 hours, while the cylindrical batteries would last 45-50
hours. A 35 minute battery powered run was performed to verify this with the 650mAh bar
battery. The voltage when plugging it into the device was 4.135V. Upon unplugging the device
35 minutes later, the device was at 4.077V. Assuming this drop in battery voltage is linear, the
device would run for about 8 hours before hitting 3.3V.

Circuit Performance - Seeeduino XIAO version
Initially, the BLE signal kept getting cut after a few seconds of connectivity and live data
transmission. As stated in the Nano 33 IoT results, the current would jump by approximately
1mA for every characteristic that is viewed and refreshed in real time on the phone BLE scanner
app. For this device, it would jump by 1mA when the first characteristic was opened on the
scanner, but after trying to open more characteristics, the current would not increase, most
characteristics would fail to open, and the connection would terminate a few seconds later. It
was posited that this antenna was rated for substantially lower power consumption than the Nano
33 IoT antenna, which would make sense considering that the antenna seems to be embedded in
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the main MCU chassis, whereas the Nano 33 IoT antenna itself is almost as large as the Xiao
board’s MCU chassis.

Figure 39 - Size comparison of the (A) BLE antenna on the Nano 33 vs. the (B) main IC block
(including antenna) of the Seeeduino Xiao. The boxes are the same size.

To get around this, the BLE signal itself was multiplexed into a single characteristic. Because
each sensor value needs to be updated at a frequency suitable for gait analysis, this single
characteristic would need to be updated far more frequently than the characteristics of the Nano
33 board. Because each sensor value can only range from 0-1023, the time variable is in
milliseconds, and sensing does not start for several seconds after power up, it was decided that
the time variable itself would be a good indicator byte to keep data synchronized on the app, as it
will always be well above the sensor range when data starts being transmitted.

Noise was tolerable when BLE transmission was disabled, albeit still higher than that seen with
the GEN2 board. When BLE transmission was enabled, however, the noise became
unacceptable, with several hundred mV swings rendering meaningful signal interpretation
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impossible. To get around this, multi-sampling and averaging were utilized. Each time a sensor
was to be probed, rather than taking one measurement, 15 were taken with an initial delay of 1
millisecond totime spacings of 100 microseconds between readings. It should be noted that the
approximate time for one analog read function to occur is about 100 microseconds. In total, this
would mean that about 3 milliseconds would be needed to probe one sensor, plus however much
time the rest of the probing function takes. With 8 sensors, this becomes around 25 milliseconds.
Additionally, a slight negative biasing was added to the code, where the bridge would be tuned
such that the starting (v+-v-) value was slightly negative, suppressing GND-level noise at the
expense of having a small strain input “dead zone” that would need to be overcome in order to
yield an active signal.

In addition to high noise, visible signal mirroring was initially observed, even when the RC
lowpass filters’ cutoff frequency was worked up to 4kHz (3900Ω and 10nF). Removing the
lowpass filters for this board to fix this did not visibly affect noise amplitude. This is
presumably because the raw signal before super-sampling was already extremely noisy even with
the original 800Hz cutoff filters. The main cause for this noise is unknown, but since this is the
same board as was used for the GEN2 circuit, and the noise always looked like a random array of
delta functions rather than the noise seen so far, a likely reason is the presence of high frequency
and high current BLE signals in the device.

Figure 40 shows the results of a sequential non-simultaneous test under these conditions, plus
the active window for sensors 1 and 7. Here the noise is visible, but low enough to allow for one
to interpret human activity. This test took 347 seconds, and contains 9392 lines of readings. The
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time between reading groups was not similar but not identical. By dividing 9392/347, the
average frequency is about 27Hz. This is an adequate sampling frequency for human gait
pattern. As seen in Figures 40-A,C, and D, the noise is minimal during non-simultaneous
sensor actuation, but becomes marginally more severe during pre-actuated sensor testing.
Despite this increased noise, the static sensors shown in Figure 40-B maintain a clear value
throughout the test, and data of this quality would still serve adequately for activity monitoring
purposes.

A

B
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C

D

Figure 40 - Testing results for the Seeeduino Xiao device. (A) Full non-simultaneous test. (B)
Pre-actuated test with active sensors 2 and 3. Full non-simultaneous sweep of sensor 1 (50k𝛀).
(C) Full non-simultaneous sweep of sensor 7 (5k𝛀).
A signal could not be established with the IMU on this board, even when running the example
code that was provided on their website for this device. The library provided by Seeed Studios
for usage of this device was not being recognized properly by the Arduino IDE, with class
declarations not glowing orange like they should. Some people in the comments of that page
said it was not working for them as well [25]. After trying all suggestions that could be found
online, it was decided to skip the IMU for this device.

Lastly, the power consumption of the Xiao board version of the GEN4 device was far lower than
that of the Nano 33 IoT board, with the Xiao board version only consuming 16mA when
transducing but not transmitting wirelessly, and 17-18mA during full operation. This means that
this device would last about 38 hours on the 650mAh battery, and that smaller batteries are also
an option for this version.
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Second Material Results
Replication attempts at H. Li’s silver powder-PDMS FESG sensors with copper and/or nickel
were unsuccessful [18]. The 40-60nm copper nanoparticles (CuNPs) would stick to anything,
including the glass or plastic container, gloves, and skin. Additionally, they did not settle in
ethanol on their own (even overnight), and would cling to the entire inner wall of centrifuge
tubes rather than settle at the bottom. The 300nm CuNPs did settle in ethanol overnight, and the
remainder of the protocol was carried out (for Li’s volume equivalent of 50%wt silver) with the
exception of spin coating. Instead, the precursor paste was spread into a thin layer by a straight
edge. The final material had durable and elastic material properties up to about 10%, after which
further stretching required more manual effort and tearing was observed. Additionally, the
elastomer was free of visible defects. However, this material was non-conductive, despite the
conductive filler volume concentration being in line with the range presented in H. Li’s
paper. When placing 60%wt filler (roughly equivalent in volume to H. Li’s “150%wt AgNP”
sensors), the mixture did not have enough elastomer to absorb and encapsulate all of the powder,
and a paste could not be formed. Figure 41 shows an image of the final product from the initial
300nm CuNP attempt.

Figure 41 - Photograph of two attempted FESG strips, 50%wt 300nm CuNPs
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Future Work
The first and most important future action item for system development as a whole is to establish
a reliable and working protocol for FESG materials development. Although a somewhat
functional FESG sensor was displayed in Figures 22 and 27, these were lucky samples rather
than the norm for that batch. The idea behind the 2nd major batch of sensors, based on metallic
nanospheres, has been proven via the paper on which our attempt was based [19]. Although I
have surface level knowledge on materials and percolation networks from past classes,
diagnosing and troubleshooting the synthesis problems experienced would best be left to a
materials science student. Once a functional and consistently behaving FESG material has been
established, work can begin on planning out the knee sleeve fittings to house all of the sensors,
the circuit, and the battery.

The second future action item that needs to be achieved is power reduction. The choice of using
pre-assembled MCU boards with an auxiliary PCB stacked on top was made for two main
reasons. The first reason was the choice of conserving planar circuit space at the expense of
adding height. Rather than doubling the size of the PCB by adding a USB port, an IMU, an
MCU with a built in ADC, and a BLE module plus their necessary passive components, it was
decided to use a board containing these components and define this as the x-y size of the device.
The second reason was the presence of prior programming experience for these boards, and lack
of experience in programming standalone SMT MCU chips. Although these boards have served
well as a staging ground, their power consumption is higher than is desirable for a wearables
device. The Arduino Nano 33 IOT is a power hog, consuming 60mA during operation. The
Seeeduino Xiao is already reasonably low power, considering that BLE typically takes at least 10
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mA and the total current was only 17, leaving a reasonable 7mA for the rest of the circuit
including the MCU chip. One way to achieve power conservation with the devices as they are is
to introduce sleep mode to the code, and consult with physicians as to when and for how long
they would tolerate a device sleep mode during operation. An Arduino Low Power library exists
for easily programming this sleep mode into the device. As power is reduced, the size of the
battery required to achieve a 24 hour battery life is also reduced, leading to a more compact
wearables circuit as a whole. Alternatively, someone with more experience in BLE and
programming SMT MCU chips could develop a single PCB to eliminate the need for an MCU
board.

The last action item for future work on this project is the assembly of the system as a whole.
This includes the sewing of sensors and their wires into a clothing garment, as well as
development of a pocket of some kind for the circuit and battery. With wires that pass the knee,
special care must be taken to ensure that these wires do not break under repeated bending when
the patient walks. Thin, highly flexible and perhaps even elastic traces should be sourced or
developed for this circumstance. Once the system is assembled to a point that real patient data
can be achieved, a series of day-long trials should be conducted where someone on the
development team wears the device throughout the course of the day and logs the data that is
generated. After verifying continuous and consistent day-long operation, work should be done
with physicians to see about getting the wearable device to patients for clinical data. Since this is
a non-invasive device, that last part should be relatively easy by medical device standards.
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Conclusion
A novel distributed sensing platform for resistive sensors has been developed. The device has
shown the capability of monitoring eight different sensors sequentially at an adequate rate for
patient activity monitoring, and a software-tunable Wheatstone bridge means that a range of
starting sensor values can be chosen without having to alter the hardware in any way or having to
sacrifice ADC dynamic range, as one would have to do with a current source-based circuit. The
device has also shown that it can remain operational under battery power while still transmitting
all generated data over BLE, albeit with higher than optimal power consumption. A design
template that gives the recommended characteristics of the FESG material itself (linearity, low
hysteresis gauge factor as the least relevant parameter), as well as the final form of the entire
wearable device, has been proposed and illustrated. Although there was little success with the
development of this FESG material during this development cycle of the circuit, there are
enough papers out there demonstrating successful fabrication of these materials that one is bound
to work if the team can find someone with experience in said fabrication procedures. The
automatically-tuning Wheatstone bridge circuit architecture has been developed to its near final
state should this method of sensing continue to be used, and the device as a whole has been
planned out enough to allow future students to easily pick up on this project.
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Appendix
Entry 1 - 2nd FESG material fabrication protocol
Materials
● Sylgard 184 PDMS precursor fluid and curing agent
● Metal microparticles or nanoparticles (NPs)
● A spin coating station or flat rigid platform large enough to hold a thin spread sheet of viscous
fluid
● Mylar thin film large enough to sit underneath the entirety of the uncured sample film/sheet
● A means of sonicating a small beaker (i.e. a 50mL 1.5 inch diameter beaker)
● Magnetic stir plate and stir bar that can fit inside the small beaker
● 90%+ Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA)
● Copper foil or screen mesh. Wires will not work.
● (Optional) - furnace
Procedures
1. Calculate how much silver powder you will need for your sample sheet. Start with the total
mixture weight and work backwards. Typical values will sit between 50-67%wt metal powder,
and the rest PDMS precursor plus the curing agent. Add this powder to the beaker until the
desired weight is reached.
2. Add enough IPA to the beaker to submerge all of the powder.
3. Stir manually for 30-60 seconds, and then sonicate this mixture for 30 minutes. The beaker
should be wrapped in paraffin wrap, plastic foil, aluminum foil, etc. Be sure to punch a few small
holes in the covering film to prevent vapor pressure from building up.
4. Remove the still-covered beaker from the sonicator, place in a dust free and dry environment and
wait until the powder has settled at the bottom of the beaker.
5. Use a pipette to remove as much supernatant IPA as you can without removing the powder. After
this, place the beaker without the covering film in a dry, dust free place. Allow the remaining
IPA to evaporate and the powder to therefore dry.
6. Based on your calculations from step 1, calculate how much elastomer fluid you will need in
terms of weight. Of this fluid amount, 90% will be the precursor mix, and the remaining 10%
will be the curing agent. For example, if you wanted 50%wt metal powder, 50%wt fluid, and you
had 10g of powder, you would add 9g of precursor mix and 1g of curing agent. Add the
precursor mix to the beaker.
7. Mix the beaker thoroughly for three minutes. In our case, a magnetic stir bar and stir plate was
used.
8. Add the PDMS curing agent to the beaker and mix again for 90 seconds in the same
manner/speed as the previous step.
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9. Pour and/or scrape the fluid onto the center of the spin coating platform or the middle of the
bottom edge of the spreading platform.
a. If spin coating, be sure a rigid removable plate wrapped in mylar is secured to the
spinning platform. Keep spinning until the desired thickness is reached.
b. If pouring onto a spreading platform and using a straight edge to spread the mixture to a
desired thickness, spread in one direction and make sure that the final film is of consistent
thickness throughout.
c. Keep in mind that in the furnace, the sheet/film will expand by about 10% in terms of
volume.
10. Take your copper electrodes and insert/press them into the uncured sheet so that they are wrapped
in elastomeric fluid. Have them oriented so that the cured sheet can be cut to yield strips with one
electrode on each end.
11. Place the mylar-wrapped rigid platform containing the precursor fluid and embedded electrodes
into the furnace and cure for 30 minutes at 90-100℃. Alternatively, leave in a dust free, dry
environment at room temperature for 24 hours.
12. Once cured, peel the film/sheet from the mylar. The sample is now ready.
Reference ratios assuming 1g of PDMS (0.9g monomer fluid and 0.1g curing agent)

Powder
material

Desired weight
percent of
metal

Mass of metal
powder
(grams)

Mass of PDMS Mass of curing
monomer mix agent

Volume
percent metal

Copper

50%wt

1

0.9

0.1

9.723%

Copper

60%wt

1.5

0.9

0.1

13.908%

Copper

66.67%wt

2

0.9

0.1

17.723%

Nickel

50%wt

1

0.9

0.1

9.780%

Nickel

60%wt

1.5

0.9

0.1

13.986%

Nickel

66.7%wt

2

0.9

0.1

17.818%
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Links to IC chips, microcontrollers, and other electronic components/devices used.
I.
II.
III.

TMUX1208 Multiplexer https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/TexasInstruments/TMUX1208PWR?qs=lc2O%252BfHJPVbYdIGs2%2FdugA%3D%3D
INA122UA Instrumentation Amplifier https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/TexasInstruments/INA122UA?qs=VBduBm9rCJTzeEU3QPY6hA%3D%3D
DFrobot BEETLE MCU board for GEN1 Circuit
https://www.dfrobot.com/product-1075.html

IV.
V.
VI.

VII.
VIII.
IX.

RN4871 BLE Module for GEN2 Circuit
https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Microchip-Technology/RN4871-IRM140?qs=BJlw7L4Cy79OHrwBC2yoPQ%3D%3D
Recommended FET for Reverse Polarity Protection on the RN4871’s V DD Pin
https://datasheetspdf.com/pdf-file/838344/SamHopMicroelectronics/STS2301/1
MCP4013T Digital Potentiometer for GEN4 Circuit
https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Microchip-Technology/MCP4013T-503ECH?qs=usxtMOJb1Rw%252Bngb68X6Q6A%3D%3D
ADS122 ADC for GEN3 Circuit https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/TexasInstruments/ADS122U04IPWR/?qs=gt1LBUVyoHnfc%2FzKM5A8CQ%3D%3D
Bosch BMI270 IMU https://www.bosch-sensortec.com/products/motionsensors/imus/bmi270/#documents
Arion Run Pressure Sensing Insoles
https://www.arion.run/

X.

XI.

Seeeduino Xiao MCU board for GEN2 Circuit
https://www.seeedstudio.com/Seeeduino-XIAO-Arduino-Microcontroller-SAMD21Cortex-M0+-p-4426.html
Seeeduino Xiao BLE Sense board for GEN4 Circuit
https://www.seeedstudio.com/Seeed-XIAO-BLE-Sense-nRF52840-p-5253.html
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Arduino Nano 33 IoT board used for GEN3 and GEN4 Circuits https://storeusa.arduino.cc/products/arduino-nano-33-iot

XII.

Links to software used
A.
B.
C.
D.

Altium - https://www.altium.com/
Tera Term Serial Monitor - https://ttssh2.osdn.jp/index.html.en
BLE Scanner iPhone App - https://thingsup.io/
Hex Converter - https://www.rapidtables.com/convert/number/hex-to-decimal.html
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